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About This Game

  The lines between good and bad have been blurred and crime and terror run rampant in the streets. The alleys, rooftops and
sewers are crawling with criminals and brutal gangs. And now, Underboss — in a daring escape — has broken out of prison and
is ruling with vicious darkness. The city is in need of saviors and only masked hero vigilantes answer the call... you answer the

call.

Key Features

Play as two unique Watchmen characters, each with their ownabilities:
Rorschach, a feral, street-wise fighter who can disarm enemies to use their own weapons against them
Nite Owl, a refined fighter who uses martial arts expertise and high-tech wizardry
Fight and watch the blood fly through six chapters of gut-wrenching in your face action.
Intense, visceral — battles fight up to 20 enemies at the same time with bloody, street-fighting moves.
Clean up the streets with friends in split screen co-op multiplayer competition or solo
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Loved the game in the past, but sadly it no longer works on Win 10. I've tried all sorts of compatibility settings, but nothing
worked.. game would not even start. I own ksp so i had pretty high hopes and i was very dissapointed. I am a failure. I am
Nothing.
I am a shadow of what it is to be a man.
I am numb. I am silence. Forgive me.
Why? Why me?
I have no family. Only those who love an imaginary man more than me.
You'll speak and think his name more than mine, after I die
And I ill fade away. I try. Why? Why me?
I am alone, but surrounded.. I got this in one of those random steam key packs.... It's a game I guess.... It didn't work when I dl
windows 10. Went in setting and changed the display to 125% and now it works. Hope this helps others. Simple but fun game..
ermmm NO!.. because i misjugded the type of game i thought it was.

Check youTube before you buy,. A character with good interactions with others, is great fun to play as, was given to us day one
and is FREE and never went up in price! (unless of course, you count that **** up at launch, that if I remember correctly was
on Steam's end anyway).
What more can I say?
USE BLAKE!!!!
Good job on this ASW.. Pros:
- ESEA

Cons:
- ESEA
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Basically like stepping into a VR Zelda.
The devs are amazing, they talk to their community, integrate feedback and suggestions, and fix bugs promptly when reported
which is what actually made me buy the game to begin.
just from the bit I've played the swordplay is the best I've had in any vr title with Parrying mechanics and a reason to swing you
sword correctly without falling to wiggle fighting or being hampered by a strange weight system (like blade and sorcery)

the magic is fun and varied and the archery is accurate and fairly realistic. I think this will be one hell of a game when it's
complete and fully fleshed out. 100% buy. Buy twic, or maybe 3 times and share with your friends.

love this game.. Overruled is one of the best chilled out fun indie games you could wish for to play locally or just over steam
with friends. Works best with voice chat and having a good all round laugh!. Not bad at all.

Arcade version of Deus Ex. This game reminds me of old-school style dungeon crawling in the vein of classics like Wizardry
(minus the brutal enemy selection and the horrifying teleporter/spinner mazes) and stuff like Etrian Odyssey and Sakura
Dungeon and such.

Gameplay is nice and quick, combat is intuitive, and the system of learning more about enemy weaknesses as you fight them is
natural. Oh, and the loot is good, the dungeons can give lots of nice shinies for beating more monsters with.

About the only complaint so far is that the default portraits have oddly large noses and weird cheeks. Eh, it's a minor detail and I
heard you can mod in custom portraits so it's not a fatal flaw.

The music is serviceable and the SFX are pretty good.

It's definitely a great dungeon crawler, so give it a shot.. The Eventide series of hidden object puzzle adventures is one of the
crown jewels in the Artifex Mundi family. I think part of its strength is the fact the game focuses on a heroine in a unique
setting with a unique profession. In the case of the Eventide series, the games follow a botanist who explores various fantastical
environs in the modern day.

Eventide 1 introduces us to our heroine. She's visiting her grandmother's "heritage park", like a historical reenactment village,
and learns that various Slavic myths are real. She uses her botany skills and the help of some fantasy creatures to solve the issue
at hand.

The art in this game, as in the sequels, is gorgeous, as is the music.

What I really appreciate is that, although the game is somewhat easy, the game is very well crafted. Most puzzles and thematic
elements directly have to do with botany or fantasy stuff. There isn't a ton of filler. It's highly immersive, and that, above all
else, is what I care about in a hidden object puzzle game.

Details for HOPA fans:

- There are collectibles in the game, a few different kinds

- If you liked Nightmares from the Deep or the Enigmatis series, you'll really like this game/series

- Although the game may, on the surface, seem similar to Enigmatis: Ravenwood, the games are very different. The only things
they have in common are that they're high quality games that have a similar color palette and feature heroines who use their
professional skills to solve a problem in an amusement park type of setting (at least for Eventide 1 and Enigmatis 2 specifically,
not other games in those series). The differences are tone, professions of the heroines and how those relate to the game (and
both play major roles in the game), and genre (I'd say Ravenwood leans way more into horror and Eventide leans way more into
mythological fantasy).. these game sucks so bad i would not plays it if they pay me $100,000,000,000,000,000,000. If you love
your life... please don't buy or play. Good old AT with all add-ons (they weren't called dlcs back then). 1000 times better than
the sequel. A must have for almost anyone!. Very unbalanced. Seems almost impossible to get past the first few levels.. Reviews
say it all. I purchased this one for $0.99 and would have been better off buying a packet of bandaids. First thing I do in every
game... setup graphics (nope). Second thing is setup and view my game controls (nope). Your options in this game are setup
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sound and play game. Can't even view your controls let alone set them to anything. Lame.
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